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Diane Ponder

From Ron Koper
Sent Friday May 22 2009 122 PM

To Diane Ponder

Cc Allen Tusing

Subject Workshop682009

Attachments 2009 Special Function PermitQAxls

Re Proposed ordinance for Special Function Permits

I have attached a summary of insurance coverage to include principal sumsand deductibles for your perusal

According to the Declarations the permittee who purchases this coverage is covered for CommerciaIGeneral
Liability

According to the CommercialGeneralLiabilitySuplemental Declarations Limits of Insurance the permittee who

purchases this coverage is covered for Damage to Premises Rented to You Limit for 100000

According to the Commercial General Liability Coverage Form page 5 of 16 paragraph 2j6 exclusionsother
than damage by fire the permittee who purchases this coverage is covered for Damage to Premises Rented to

You Limit for 100000

Therefore the permittee who elects to purchase this coverage has 500000 coverage for GL and 100000
for fire along with other coveragesas outlined on the Supplemental Declarations page

In my example if the permittee rents the Carnegie Library Loc 045 per schedule valued at577500 and

through their own negligence burns it down the coverage under the Special Events Master policy will be limited to

100000 The COP under its Property Allied Lines and Crime Declarations coverage would cover the

remainder of the loss with a 1000 deductible unless the permittee were contractually responsible for the full

insured value

According to the FLOC The best way to handle the loss exposure is acombination of direct damage insurance

eg property insurance and contractual risk transfer Under this approach one party either the COP or the

permittee agrees in the rental agreement lease to purchase broad property insurance coverage on the rented

premises and waive the insurersright of subrogation against the other party When a loss occurs regardless of

whetherone of the parties is negligent it is covered by the property insurance and there is no need for

expensive litigation It is important for the rental agreement lease to contain a waiver of subrogation in favor of

the party not buying insurance to avoid having the property insurer subrogate fire legal liability insurance should

be relied upon only as a backup for incidental rental exposures that are not treated in this manner because of an

oversight

In the absence of coverage elected by the permittee the city has adequate insurance coverage to handle the loss

exposure

In any event it would be in the best interest ofthe city and considered the best practice to continue its present
practice of inspecting and correcting any known deficiency before and after the permittee takes occupancy of the

facility

Accordingly I hope this helps in your effort to improve the ordinance and procedures to provide service to the City
of Palmetto residents

Thanks for any wisdom you may wish to share

Ron KoperMSCAGSCSHM
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